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Our editors research, test and recommend the best products independently; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. If you love picking up zzz's on a California king's bed, you need the perfect set of sheets to go along with your mattress. California's best king sheets are soft, durable and of right size for your longest,
narrowest bed. As with any sheets, you have the choice between various fabrics and wefts to make your bed incredibly cozy. Below, these are california's best king leaves in a variety of comfortable styles: linen, made from the fibers of the linen plant, is a great choice for hot dormants. The fabric absorbs moisture better than cotton, keeping it cold and dry all night. But not all linen sheets are created equal;
some may be itchy and hard. This offer from West Elm is our choice for the best set of king sheets in California: it consists of 100% Belgian linen linen, offering a smooth and breathable feel. The sheet set includes a mounted sheet and a flat sheet (pillowcases sold separately) and comes in slate, white, platinum and natural colors — all with a vintage, provincial French look. Although linen is a great choice
for wet weather, it also keeps you warm in winter, acting as a natural insulator. Whether you're looking to upgrade your old cotton sheets and squander on a new set or you want to try a new fabric like flannel or linen, a well-made set of sheets is exactly what you need to take your California king to the next level. If you are looking for a soft, beautiful and beautiful linen set that includes just the essentials, this
is a great way to insert linen into your room. — Erika Owen, Product Tester If you're confused by the thread count (us too!), it basically refers to the number of horizontal and vertical threads in every square inch of fabric. As you climb the yarn count, the sheets become softer and more durable. Although a super high yarn count may not be for everyone (they are not as sharp as the mid-range counts), they
are often considered the ultimate in room luxury. With a yarn count of 1000, the Andover Mills Froehlich 100% Cotton Sheet Set is one of the most luxurious options on this list. These sheets are light, breathable and perfect for all seasons. The sheet set includes a sheet equipped with a 16-inch pocket, a flat sheet and two pillowcases, and is wrinkle resistant and machine washable. Choose from 16 colors,
including classic white. Sateen sheets have a dry and luxurious feel, but are typically heavier and warmer than a percale weaving. If you are looking for a sateen leaf we love the Mayfair Linen Bedding Collection Sateen Weave Sheets. These 100% Egyptian cotton sheets look like a million dollars, but they cost a lot less. They come in eight colors and fit mattresses up to 15 inches deep. Sateen sheets are
more likely to slip, so ensuring a perfect fit on your mattress is the key to keeping them in place. Place. Leaves are breathable and do not cram easily, both are important when choosing a set of sateen leaves. They are also wrinkle resistant and have a slight glow to them that makes them look more expensive than they really are. On cold nights, make your bed super cozy with these Pinzon 160 Grams
Chess Flannel Sheets. Made of 100% OEKO-TEX certified cotton, the 160 gram sheets are durable, soft and breathable. The leaves also feature a whispered finish on each side to make them feel soft and comfortable. We love the classic chess design, too, and you can choose from five colors that will instantly make your room feel warm and inviting. California's king leaf set includes a sheet equipped with
a 16-inch pocket, a flat sheet and two pillowcases. Changing your flannel sheets for winter is a great way to save on heating bills while keeping warm and cozy every night, and this set is soft and cozy. Let's be honest: no one has time for iron sheets, but that doesn't mean you have to settle for a messy bed. If you want your guest room (or your own room) to look polished and pulled effortlessly, the Royal
Hotel California-King Wrinkle-Free Sheets will save you a lot of time and energy. These 650 counting lines, 70% cotton and 30% polyester sheets are specially formulated to resist wrinkles. They are available in 16 colors (we are partial to gray or white) and fit mattresses up to 18 inches. Like most sheet sets on our list, each comes with two king-size pillowcases, along with an apartment and an equipped
sheet. These sheets are sateen weaving, but they don't feel overly sweaty or soft. These sheets rarely wrinkle, even when they sit on a mound after washed (all right, we do that too). A wrinkle-free set of sheets is the easiest way to keep your room clean with just a little effort. If you enjoy the softest things in life, you probably have a pillow mattress. A plush mattress is a great investment, but you'll need
sheets with deep pockets to place it properly in Good news: The Southshore Fine Linens 21 Deep Pocket Set is one of the most expensive deep pocket sheets you can buy. With 21 inches to work on, even the thickest pillow mattresses will have plenty of coverage. The sheets are available in 18 subtle and elegant colors, and each set includes six pieces: a flat and fitted sheet and four large pillowcases.
The sheets are made of double brush microfiber, which has the added bonus of making them a little more economical. You'll love the softness of these sheets, which compared to the feel of an 800-thread count sheet. These sheets are durable, plush, and fit even the most luxurious pillow top. Since we spend so much time of our lives in bed (a third to be exact), we may well do it right. The Wamsutta
Dream Zone 1000-Thread-Count PimaCott Sheet Set is the ultimate in luxury — and although it comes at a higher price than of the other sheets on our list, it's worth it if you're looking for a product that will last a lifetime. These 1000 yarn counting sheets are made of 100% pima cotton, a type of cotton that uses extra-long and dense fibers for a smoother feel and longer lasting construction. The sheets fit
mattresses up to 20 inches deep, and the pillowcases (sold separately) come in standard or king-size size. The sheets are available in 15 mute and modern colors, including a striped white version that we particularly like. The PimaCott sheets of the Wamsutta Dream Zone are highly luxurious, with the right amount of shine. If you want to squander on a durable and cozy set of sheets for your California
king, the Wamsutta Dream Zone PimaCotta is a great choice. Final Verdict For soft and breathable comfort, the Belgian Linen Linen Set is our best choice as it is temperature regulator and has a look that is effortlessly chic. And if you love low maintenance sheets, the Royal Hotel Wrinkle-Free Sheets (seen on Amazon) are made from a cotton-polyester blend that is wrinkle resistant, and they are available
in a variety of colors. What to look for in California King Sheets Material When buying sheets, be sure to look for the material from where they are made. Cotton sheets are known to be breathable and easy to care for, while flannel sheets are warm and cozy in winter. Polyester or microfiber sheets are often inexpensive, but do not last that long, and linen sheets are quite expensive, but can be used for
years if cared for properly. The best choice depends on your priorities. Weaving Most sheets are made of woven fabric (with the exception of knitted shirt sheets), and the type of weaving will affect how the sheets feel, as well as their longevity. A percale weaving results in a stronger, crispier fabric that's easy to care for, while sateen weavings are a little softer but more prone to plunder. Depth While you
buy sheets for your California king bed, pay special attention to the depth of the pocket on the fitted sheet. Many large mattresses are deeper —sometimes 16 inches or more—and you'll want to make sure your sheets have a pocket that comfortably accommodates that depth. Otherwise, they may fit badly and fall off the mattress. It's hard to imagine a place more stunning than central California's Big Sur.
This 80-mile stretch of magnificent mountains, incredible cliffs and surreal, boulder-filled beaches is still sparsely populated, still a region where, as Big Sur writer and longtime resident Henry Miller said, he feels exposed - not only to the elements, but to God's vision. For years, the area was better known for its beauty than for its accommodations, which were camping st. and rustic cabin colonies. But in
1975, the picture changed considerably with the opening of Ventana, a 24-room luxury resort on a spectacular 300-acre piece of land. Ventana has since doubled in size, and six years ago was accompanied by an equally sophisticated, sophisticated establishment, Post Ranch Inn, which is now on the must-see list of all travelers. These young classics share the territory with a venerable resonating of Big
Sur's funkier times, Deetjen's Big Sur Inn. Despite the differences in style and comfort, all three properties have one powerful thing in common: a setting whose robust beauty is unmatched. Ventana Inn Can I give you a glass of wine?, the receptionist asks me at the main store in Ventana. It indicates a table set with coffee, tea, cheese and fruit, as well as Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. Classical guitar music
plays in the background. This is not a common check-in; it's an extraordinary reception. His massage is scheduled for six, he says. Feel free to relax here while we take care of your luggage. My room, with wood panelled walls and ceiling, has the appearance of a gigantic sauna. There is also a tiled fireplace, an alcove with nap and read windows, and a large balcony that frames a view of mountains, sea
and sky. If we could do something about that paisley quilt and the ruffled pillows. There's an hour left for my massage, so I'm going to the pool (one of the two in Ventana) that's downthe hill from my room. The half a dozen people there talk, even swim, silently. Something in this magnificent land inspires silence. There are no children splashing on; Ventana encourages guests to leave the children at home.
At one end of the pool there is an optional Japanese clothing spa divided into male, female and co-ed areas; each has its own hot tub and sequoia sundeck. After a swim, I don't know if I need a massage. But when the therapist comes to my room and starts working on my neck and shoulders, I know this sunset session is worth the $90 price tag. The 800-metre walk through the redwater to the inn's
restaurant is auspicious. Equally promising is the multilevel dining room with fireplaces, wooden beams and huge windows. But I feel trouble with the arrival of an overly sweet and sticky rye bread basket. Worse, my crab cake appetizer seems to have come straight from the supermarket freezer. Fortunately, my main course, spring fettuccine with shrimp, saves the night. And breakfast makes my day. This
abundant buffet of muffins, fruits, granola, fresh juices and heavenly pumpkin and Bundt apple cakes is arranged in the main guesthouse, as well as in a small library up the hillside, more convenient for guests staying in the younger rooms. Ventana provides large wooden trays so that everything can be taken back to the rooms (room service will also provide a full-scale version of the same breakfast). I,
however, can't think of a better place to enjoy this party than under an umbrella in the courtyard of the main hostel. Just watch out for the overly friendly crested jays -- not to mention second bundt pumpkin cake. Hwy. 1; 800/628-6500 or 831/667-2331, fax 831/667-2419; doubles from $215 including breakfast. Deetjen's Big Sur InnAfter Ventana's comforting reception, it's a shock to get to Deetjen's.
Deetjen's. make the scary, easy to miss turn off Highway 1 and there you are - right in the middle of it all, with the main store on your left and a crowded parking lot and bungalows on your right. In the reception area, which turns out to be the restaurant bar, the hostess pointed to a nearby cottage. Van Gogh, she says. Upstairs on the right. What about a key? I'm asking. We don't use them. You can lock
your room when you are inside if you want. Deetjen's, an eight-cottage complex like Beatrix Potter with 19 rooms and suites, began as a road house in the 1930s. Now the small resort has a legion of loyal fans who love its Spartan style and low prices. My room ($85 a night) is a captivating space decorated with van Gogh prints, found furniture and cute comforters on the two beds. There's a sink. the
bathroom is outside the door and shared with the room next door. The walls are thin on paper - it even says so on the information sheet of the room. Deetjen regulars also love the guest house's dining room. Although the four small halls full of tchotchke do not win any decoration prize, the food is excellent. The chef - a local man named Peter Charles, formerly of Ventana (his loss!) - keeps things simple by
sticking to seasonal ingredients. I start with a steamed artichoke and a delicate Thai salad of pepper and carrot. The main course of grilled salmon is as good as, and the accompanying zucchini polenta and small parsley pancakes are delicious surprises. There's no nightlife in Big Sur, so after dinner I settle into my room with a Raymond Chandler mystery. I'm worried about how well I'm going to sleep,
since Van Gogh is practically on Highway 1, but at 10 o'clock the traffic is over and I can barely get through the second chapter. The morning is a dream. This is the time to stay in bed, but I ventured to the restaurant when it opens at 8:00 am.m morning, for a proper breakfast - if you can call a huge blueberry pancake itself. Before I leave, I'll look into some of Deetjen's other accommodations. Two of the
most charming share my house: Petite Cuisine ($65) is a lovely single in an old kitchen; Fireplace Room ($145) has a work fireplace and a private deck. Although some of the units are considerably larger - Creek House comes with an organ! -- my absolute favorite is Castro Canyon ($145), a private one-bedroom bungalow near a stream, with a skylight above the bed that looks out over stately redwood. No
for nothing, it's popular with honeymooners. Hwy. 1; 831/667-2377; doubles from $70. Post Ranch InnWhen it opened in 1992, the Post Ranch Inn was not just another resort: it was a cutting-edge example of environmentally sensitive architecture. Although not particularly beautiful, the strange-looking structures of the Post Ranch, constructed of rough wood, stone and thick, fit perfectly into 98 glorious
acres on the edge of a cliff 1,100 feet above the Pacific. In fact, after you you The entrance gate and start driving through rolling pastures and rolling hills, you may wonder where the resort is. Guest rooms are virtually invisible: some disappear on the hillside; others have roofs and walls covered with moss and flowers. My room is a beautiful space with bubinga wood walls, slate floors, and an imposing
concrete fireplace. The huge sunken bathtub of the bathroom looks through tall trees to blond and green fields through a valley. As inviting as this room is, post ranch's latest attraction is the property itself - it's so scattered that virtually all incursions involve a short to medium-term walk (or you can call a transport van). One of my favorite places at Post Ranch is the Basking Pool, an endless hot tub cut off on
the edge of the cliff. Another unforgettable post ranch experience is dining in the dramatic glass-walled restaurant, so expertly cantilevered on the cliffs that you feel like you're aboard some fantastic airship. To top it off, the food is as heavenly as the scenery. I'm not disappointed with the $63 set menu, from the garlic amuse-bouche roasted on tiny toast that starts the meal, to the vegetable salad grown on
the property, to the herb-crusted ahi tuna, to the strawberry and rhubarb ice creams. It was a perfect day, but unfortunately, it didn't end well. Despite all the award-winning architecture, I can hear every step my neighbors take. Perhaps the powers of the Rancho Post should take a cue from Deetjen, where guests are kindly asked to consider the peace and privacy of their neighbors. Or maybe I should have
ordered a room from above - or one of the soy houses in the ocean. Hwy. 1; 800/527-2200 or 831/667-2200, fax 831/667-2824; doubles from $365 including breakfast. Breakfast.
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